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vskillbuilders n reading n entry level 3

Introduction

Functional Skillbuilders have been specifically developed to support teachers delivering
Functional Skills. There are 30 volumes in the series providing a dedicated book for each
section and level of the Functional Skills standards. The series has also proved to be
invaluable to support English and maths skills for a range of students whether they are
working towards Functional Skills, Apprenticeships, Foundation and Progression Awards or
simply brushing up on their skills.

All the task-based activities in Functional Skillbuilders are based in three workplace
settings – a hotel, a supermarket and a factory. This helps make the activities both real
and relevant to adult and young adult learners. Knowledge about each workplace builds
cumulatively as students progress through the levels. The tasks become increasingly work
specific as students progress through the series. At Entry Level 3 Reading tasks remain
straightforward, but become increasingly work focused.

Functional Skillbuilders are designed to be mediated by teachers. The teaching notes
explain the skills addressed on each worksheet and provide guidance for teaching
strategies. Templates for groupwork are included at every level.

Functional skills

These activities are task-based and provide teachers with a variety of materials to build
the full range of Functional Reading skills. The first section of the book explicitly teaches
the Functional Reading skills required at Entry Level 3. Students then have 2–3 more
opportunities to build and apply these skills in vocational contexts, allowing the teacher to
teach skills, enable practise and to check learning.  

By the nature of this book, most of the activities are on paper. We have made suggestions
for on-screen work in the teaching notes. We have also included a list of websites for
teachers to use as source material to create on-screen reading tasks relevant to the
manufacturing, retail and hotel industries, these are on page 60. Teachers should bear in
mind the complexity and reading level of texts and select pages as appropriate as possible
for Entry Level 3 students.

How to use this pack

Ask the student to complete the checklist on page xv with you. This checklist will tell you
the reading skills your student most wants to practise. Use the outcome of this discussion
to agree targets with the student and use the table to identify suitable worksheets.
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skillbuilders n reading n entry level 3

Teaching notes

vi

Any questions to be read aloud by the te
acher

appear at the bottom of the worksheet in a box like

this.

tutor questions

Teaching notes

There are teaching notes for each worksheet. They explain the purpose of each worksheet
and any groundwork that the teacher needs to cover first. The teaching notes include
suggestions for group work, work in pairs and extension work. 

Worksheets

Teaching point

If there are any teaching points on the worksheet they will appear like this.

Tutor questions

A box like this at the top of each worksheet tells students the skills they will
practise, ensuring that they are aware of learning outcomes from the outset.

Mapping

Mapping to the Functional Skills standards is available electronically.    Please email
enquiries@axiseducation.co.uk.

Additional teaching materials

Templates for group work are at the very back of the pack. Photocopy them as required.
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viiskillbuilders n reading n entry level 3

Teaching notes

These teaching notes are organised by worksheet.
There are teaching notes for every worksheet and
they are designed to be read in conjunction with a
photocopy of the relevant worksheet. The skills
covered are listed alphabetically in the Student
checklist on page xv of this pack. The
Groundwork section highlights the skills that need
to be taught before your students tackle the
worksheets, together with teaching suggestions.
Suggestions for paired and group work are also
included.

Worksheet 1
Key words

Groundwork

Explain to your students that certain words may
be particularly  important to them when
improving their reading skills because of work or
social pursuits. Tell your students that these words
are called personal sight vocabulary or key words.
To quickly improve reading skills it is useful to be
able to recognise these words instantly without
having to decode each one as it is read. 

Worksheet

Explain the skills your students are going to
practise. Ask the students to write their key words
in the column. Date the column and tick the words
students recognise at once, leaving the ones they
don’t recognise blank. Do this activity each week
with your students. Re-use the list as often as
necessary.

Extension work

Ask your students to compile a short list of words
that they find difficult to spell. See if you can help
them use the strategy of spelling by analogy to
spell the words. If any of the words are very
irregular they will need to be learnt as sight
vocabulary.

Worksheet 2 
Word building

Groundwork

Use the teaching point to discuss compound
words and how they are made up. See if your
group can think of any compound words without
prompting. 

Worksheet

Explain the skills your students are going to
practise, then ask them to complete the worksheet.
This reading strategy will be useful even if students
can only recognise one half of the word.

Extension work

Ask your students to track a variety of texts for
compound words. Split the compound words into
their component parts.

Worksheet 3 
Prefixes

Use the teaching point to explain what prefixes
are and how they change the meaning of the
word. For example, putting un in front of a word,
often makes an opposite:
happya    unhappy, helpfula    unhelpful. 

Worksheet

Explain the skills your students are going to
practise, then ask them to complete the
worksheet. If students can write sentences
explaining the meaning of the new word, they will
have achieved the standard required by the
curriculum elements in brackets. 
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Teaching notes

viii

Extension work

Extend your students’ knowledge and use of
prefixes. Teaching the meaning of the prefix will
help them remember it:

Prefix Meaning

anti- against or opposite to

dis- not, or away

il- not

im- not

in- not

inter- between

ir- not

mis- wrong

post- after

pre- before

pro- for, or forward

re- again, or back

sub- under

super- above

trans- across

Worksheet 4 
Suffixes

Use the teaching point to explain what suffixes are
and how they often change the grammatical sense or
the meaning of a word. For example, putting er after
helpa helper, causes the verb to change in to a
noun. Putting ed after help a helped, changes the
verb to the past tense. 

Worksheet

Explain the skills your students are going to
practise, then ask them to complete the
worksheet. If students can write sentences
explaining the meaning of the new word, they will
have achieved the standard required by the
curriculum elements in brackets. 

Extension work

Extend your students’ knowledge and use of
suffixes. Suffixes can begin with vowels or
consonants:

Suffixes Example

-ful helpful
-less hopeless
-ly gladly
-ment argument
-ness happiness
-er, -or actor, baker
-en hidden
-ish foolish
-ation migration
-ing shopping

C
on

so
na

nt
 

Vo
w

el
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ixskillbuilders n reading n entry level 3

Teaching notes

Worksheets 5, 6, 24, 25, 40, 41, 49
Reading Health and Safety Signs

Groundwork

Ask your students which health and safety signs
they are familiar with. Write a list on the board.

Worksheets

Explain the skills your students are going to
practise, then ask them to carry out the activities. 

Group work

The signs on these worksheets are available as
templates (Ts 1–3). Use them to conduct these
exercises as group activities.

For your reference, signs on template 1 are:
1. push bar to open, 2. hand washing instructions
for food handlers, 3. fire escape, 4. fire alarm call
point, 5. fire hose reel, 6. warning – don’t use lift
in case of fire, 7. baby changing facilities, 
8. warning – lift out of service, 9. no smoking,
10. Fire exit, 11. fire door.

Signs on template 2 are: 1. first aid box, 2. fire
door keep shut, 3. fire extinguisher keep clear, 
4. no access for unauthorised persons, 
5. slide door to open, 6. emergency door release,
7. danger – hot, 8. wear hand protection, 
9. no dogs,10. caution floor cleaning in progress,
11. no entry.

Signs on template 3 are: 1. fire extinguisher for
use on electrical fires, 2. highly flammable, 3.
danger 230 volts, 4. slippery floor surface, 5.
danger flammable vapour, 6. caution fork lift
trucks, 7. no exit, 8. wear ear protectors, 9. no
naked light.

Extension work

Ask your students to make a list of the Health and
Safety signs in the school, college or room where
you teach. See if they can split the signs into
purpose: to inform, to prohibit, to warn, a security
notice, to direct and so on.

Worksheets 7, 27, 42 
Using a dictionary

Groundwork

Use the teaching notes on the worksheets to
demonstrate how to use a dictionary. It can be helpful
to demonstrate splitting the alphabet into quartiles:

n if students put their finger half way through a
dictionary they are likely to find words
beginning with m, a quarter way through will
be words beginning with e and at the three
quarter point will be words beginning with s. 

n Some students find it useful to use a mnemonic
to split the alphabet into quartiles using the
letters a, e, m and s. Explain to your students
that a mnemonic is something used to help a
person remember something, such as a very
short poem or a word. Ask your students to
make a mnemonic using the letters a, e, m and
s, for example: all engines must stop.

Worksheets 

Explain the skills your students are going to
practise, then ask them to complete the
worksheet. These worksheets are the similar
dictionary activities contextualised to the hotel,
supermarket and factory. You could use one
worksheet to teach, one to reinforce and then one
to check your students’ ability to use a dictionary.
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Teaching notes

x

Extension work

This is an ideal opportunity to use reading skills
online using online dictionaries. You could either
devise a suitable list of words for your students to
look up, or ask students to devise a list for
themselves. We recommend
http://dictionary.cambridge.org/ and
http://www.ldoceonline.com/.

Worksheet 8 
Putting instructions in order

Groundwork

Discuss the importance of following instructions in
the correct order. Give these examples: recipes
and assembling flat pack furniture. Ask your
students what the consequences would be of
following the instructions in the wrong order. You
can also discuss the conventions of instructions
including numbering, using bullet points and the
types of words used in instructions such as next,
first, then and after.

Worksheet

Explain the skills your students are going to
practise, then ask them to complete the worksheet.

Extension work

Gather a collection of instructions. Cut them up
and ask students to sequence the sets of
instructions. Ask your students what clues tell
them what each set of instructions is for.

Worksheet 9
Using indexes

Worksheet

Use the teaching points to demonstrate how to
use the Yellow Pages index, then ask your students
to complete the worksheet.

Worksheets 10, 11, 28, 43 
Using the Yellow Pages

Worksheets

Explain that the categories in the Yellow Pages are
listed alphabetically, or use Worksheet 8 to help
students become accustomed to using the Yellow
Pages. Then ask them to complete the worksheets.

Extension work

This is a good opportunity to use reading skills
using the Yellow Pages online at www.yell.com. Set
your students similar tasks to those on these
worksheets.

Worksheets 12, 13, 29, 44, 45 
Reading techniques – skimming and
scanning

Groundwork

Use the teaching notes on Worksheet 12 to
discuss the different techniques of reading. You
could put skimming, scanning and detailed
reading as headings on a whiteboard and ask
your students to provide examples of the sort of
texts they would read using each method.

Worksheets

When you are sure that your students understand
the different reading techniques, ask them to
carry out the tasks. 

Groupwork

The job advert and disco poster from Worksheets
12 and 13 are available as templates (Ts 5 and 6).
Use them to conduct these skimming and
scanning tasks as group activities.
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Teaching notes

Worksheets 14, 15, 16, 20, 21, 34, 37
Reading for information

Worksheets

Explain the skills your students are going to
practise on each worksheet, then ask them to
complete the tasks.

Extension work

Expand your students’ abilities to read a wider
variety of texts by gathering a selection of texts:
menus, order form, advertisements, magazine and
newspaper articles, letters of varying sorts –
complaints, orders, requests, thank yous, leaflets
and brochures, products labels and packaging.
Prepare comprehension tasks for your students or
ask them to compare the different conventions of
texts. Use some of the texts as cloze passages.

This is a good opportunity to use reading skills
online using local newspapers. You could either
find suitable articles online from your local
newspaper and create a comprehension activity,
or ask students to search for stories and to
summarise the main point(s).

Worksheet 17 
Reading a menu. Using organisational
features

Groundwork

Discuss the purpose of menus, the sorts of
information they contain and how the information
is presented, for example grouped under
subheadings – starters, main courses, desserts.

Worksheet

Explain the skills your students are going to
practise, then ask them to read the menu and
complete the tasks. 

Extension work

Bring in a selection of menus and ask your
students to find information from them rapidly
using the subheadings as cues. You could also use
online menus as the basis of an extension activity.
If you search for 'restaurant menu' or 'café menu'
in Google you will find links to several useful
menus of varying complexity, which you can use
as the basis for creating group or individual
extension activities.

Worksheets 18, 19, 38, 39 
Reading letters

Groundwork

Discuss and demonstrate the conventions of
formal letters. Ask students if they know where to
find details such as who the letter is from, who it
is to, the date and what the letter is about. 

Worksheets

Explain the skills your students are going to
practise, then ask them to read the letters and
complete the tasks. 

Extension work

Give students examples of different types of letters
– complaints, orders, requests, thank yous etc.
Prepare comprehension tasks for your students or
use some of the texts as cloze passages.

Worksheets 22, 35, 48 
Using punctuation

Groundwork

Ensure that your students understand the purpose
and usage of full stops, question marks and
capital letters. 
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Teaching notes

xii

Worksheets

Explain the skills your students are going to
practise, then ask them to complete the tasks.

Worksheets 23, 49 
Following instructions

Worksheets

Explain the skills your students are going to
practise, then ask them to complete the tasks. 

Extension work

1. Ask your students to devise a set of instructions
for various activities, for example taking a ticket at
a deli counter, using a passport photo machine,
operating a locker, clocking in at work.

2. Give your students lists of instructions in the
wrong order and ask them to sequence the points.

Use online instructions as the basis of an
extension activity. These are useful websites which
you can use as the basis for creating group or
individual extension activities:
www.howtomendit.com, www.howtocomplain.com.

Group work

The poster on Worksheet 49 is available as a
template (T 4).

Worksheet 26 
Alphabetical order

Groundwork

The poster on Worksheet 49 is available as a
template (T4). Check your students’ understanding
of alphabet sequence before you start this activity.
At the higher levels students will need to refer to
second or third place letters to sort words in
alphabetical order.

Worksheets

Explain the skills your students are going to
practise, then ask them to read and complete the
tasks.

Worksheets 30, 31, 39
Reading forms and reading
abbreviations

Groundwork

Discuss the sorts of words that students are likely
to read on forms. Write key words on a
whiteboard or flip chart and make sure that your
students are familiar with all of the terms, for
example block capitals, marital status etc.

Worksheets 

Explain the skills your students are going to
practise, then ask them to read and complete the
task. If students fill in the forms on Worksheet 30,
they will have achieved the standard required by
the curriculum elements in brackets.

Extension work

Gather a selection of increasingly complex forms
for your students to read and complete.

Worksheet 36 
Reading a website. Using
organisational features

Groundwork

Discuss the purpose of supermarket websites, the
sorts of information they are likely to contain and
how the information is presented, for example
how the menus work, different aspects of the
business, shopping from home, special offers etc.
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Teaching notes

Worksheet

Explain the skills your students are going to
practise, then ask them to log on to the website
and complete the tasks. 

Extension work

Look at the websites of different hotels or
factories. Compare how the businesses present
themselves. Ask students to find information from
the websites as quickly as they can, making use of
the organisational features in each website, as
appropriate. This is an ideal opportunity to use
reading skills online using jobsearch websites. You
could either find suitable examples of online job
adverts yourself before the lesson, or ask students
to search for jobs that they would be interested in.
The easiest to use sites are: www.monster.co.uk,
www.reed.co.uk and www.totaljobs.com.

Worksheet 32, 33, 46, 47
Reading emails

Groundwork

Discuss and demonstrate the conventions of
emails. Ask students if they have used emails
before and if they can find details such as the
name of the writer, the name(s) of the recipients,
the date the email was written and the subject of
the email. 

Group work

The email on Worksheet 32 is available as a
template (T7). Use it to conduct this task as a
group activity.

Worksheets

Explain the skills your students are going to
practise, then ask them to read the email and
complete the tasks. 

Extension work

Give students examples of different types of
emails – complaints, announcements, requests,
thank yous etc. Prepare comprehension tasks for
your students or use some of the texts as cloze
passages.
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xvskillbuilders n reading n entry level 3 xv

Student checklist

Functional Skillbuilders Reading Entry Level 3 will help you improve your English skills. This
chart lists the reading skills covered in this book. Tick the boxes to say which skills you think
you will find the most useful to practise. Then discuss your ideas with your teacher.

Skill P Worksheets

Alphabetical order 7, 9, 10, 11, 26, 27, 28, 42, 43

Putting instructions in the correct order 8

Reading abbreviations 31

Reading for information 14, 15, 16, 20, 21, 37

Reading for meaning 34

Reading forms, letters and emails 18, 19, 30, 32, 33, 38, 39, 46, 47

Reading health and safety signs 5, 6, 24, 25, 40, 41, 49

Reading instructions 23, 49

Reading key words 1

Reading menus 17

Using a dictionary 7, 14, 19, 27, 33, 42

Using a website 36

Using indexes 9

Using organisational features of texts 17, 36

Using punctuation 22, 35, 48

Using techniques of skimming and scanning 12, 13, 29, 44, 45

Using the Yellow Pages 9, 10, 11, 28, 43

Word building using compound words 2

Word building using prefixes 3

Word building using suffixes 4
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1skillbuilders n reading n entry level 3

Recognise important words instantly without decoding the text.

1. Key words

Sometimes it is important to know certain key words. This could be because of your job,
your hobby or a course you are taking at college.

Use this chart to make a list of words that are important for you to read. Practice
reading them regularly until you can read them instantly without decoding them.

Key word Date Date Date Date Date Date
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skillbuilders n reading n entry level 3

Read compound words.

2. Word building

2

A compound word is a word that is made up of two smaller words. For example, home and
work make homework.

Join one word from the first list to one in the opposite list to make a compound word.
Read the new compound word to your teacher or partner. One is done for you.

under

motor

in

white

cow

sun

out

be

cat

tea

bed

room

shine

neath

doors

board

pot

fish

side

shed

side

bike
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Word building using prefixes.

3. Prefixes

A prefix is a letter or set of letters placed in front of a word to change its meaning. There are
lots of prefixes un, dis, mis and ex.

1. sa fe

2. take

3. happy

4. play

5. seen

6. heard

7. plain

8. lock

Choose a suitable prefix from the four above to add to each of these root words and
write a sentence to explain each new word.
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Word building using suffixes.

4. Suffixes

4

A suffix is a letter or set of letters placed at the end of a word to change its meaning. There
are lots of suffixes. Examples include: er, ly, ed and ing.

Choose a suitable suffix from the four above to add to the end of each of these root
words to make a new word and write a sentence to explain each new word. Note that
in some words you have to add an extra consonant before adding the suffix!
Ask your teacher if you are unsure.

1. safe

2. sad

3. shop

4. swim

5. clean

6. bank

7. low

8. help
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Read health and safety signs.

5. Hotel – health and safety 1

Here are some signs you might see if you work or stay in a hotel. Write a sentence to
explain what each sign means. If you don’t know ask your teacher.

Push bar to open

1

2

3

4

5
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Read health and safety signs.

6. Hotel – health and safety 2

6

Here are some signs you might see if you work or stay in a hotel. Write a sentence to
explain what each sign means. If you don’t know ask your teacher.

1

2

3

4

5

6
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Use a dictionary. Alphabetical order.

7. Hotel – dictionary work

Sometimes you will meet a word and not know its meaning. You can use a dictionary to find
out what a word means.

Words in a dictionary are listed in alphabetical order, from words beginning with a to words
beginning with z. To use a dictionary quickly, you need to be able to remember the order of
the letters of the alphabet.

Use a dictionary to look up the meaning of these words. They all have something to
do with staying at or working in a hotel. Write the definition underneath each word –
you may have to choose from more than one.

1. mezzanine

2. lobby

3. reservation

4. complimentary

5. aperitif
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Put instructions in the correct order.

8. Hotel – all in order

8

These instructions for using the disabled lift need to be written clearly. Read them and
re-write them on a separate sheet of paper. Use bullet points to separate the points
and put them in the correct order.

Safety in use

Make sure that clothes do not overhang the platform so that they could

become caught underneath it. Children should not be allowed to play with the

lift. Make sure your wheelchair is positioned correctly and locked into the

operating position. This is marked with yellow guides on the platform floor.

Controls

There will be a four-second delay before the lift will start after pressing the

button. 

Before the lift will operate all the stop switches must be on and showing the

small green indicator patch. When the lift reaches its proper stopping

position an audible indicator will bleep. Firstly lock your wheelchair into the

operating position. Then press the floor button to operate the lift platform.
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Use an index.

9. Yellow Pages

The Yellow Pages is a great place to find information about companies and services. Like a 
dictionary, the listings are in alphabetical order – but this time the listings are categories. 
For example, there are sections on Cars, Garages, Hospitals, Schools and so on. There is a
Classification Index in the back of the Yellow Pages.

Complete this table using your local Yellow Pages. Use the index to find the page
numbers for the following services or items.

Service / item Page

Abattoir

Blacksmith

Wheelbarrow

Video camera

Pet shop

Swimming pool

Manicure

Bank

Bouncy castle

Cattery

Hairdresser

Computer

Building society

Dairy

Travel agent

Rest home

Accountant

Wool shop
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skillbuilders n reading n entry level 3

Alphabetical order. Use the Yellow Pages.

10. Find me a plumber!

10

Use your local Yellow Pages to find the name and telephone number of these
tradespeople and services.

Name Telephone number

1. A plumber

2. A builder

3. An electrician

4. A chiropodist

5. A doctor

6. A painter and decorator

7. A pharmacy

8. A taxi firm

9. A dentist

10. A waste paper merchant

11. A glazier

12. A laundry

13. A solicitor

14. A florist
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11skillbuilders n reading n entry level 3

Use the Yellow Pages. Alphabetical order.

11. Hotel – using the Yellow Pages

Use your local Yellow Pages to find the name and telephone number of the following
hotels.

1. A hotel whose name begins with B:

Telephone number:

2.A hotel whose name begins with D:

Telephone number:

3.A hotel whose name begins with H:

Telephone number:

4. A hotel whose name begins with P:

Telephone number:
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skillbuilders n reading n entry level 3

Use the techniques of skimming and scanning to read.

12. Hotel – skimming and scanning 1

12

You don’t have to read every single word in a piece of text in order to understand what it is
about. You can obtain meaning from text and find specific information in a piece of text 
without reading each word.

There are three techniques that people use when reading:

l Skimming is reading quickly in order to find out what the text is about. When you skim, you
take in headings, illustrations and sub-headings to get an overview of the text.

l Scanning is also reading quite quickly, but this time to locate specific information and detail
in the text.

l Detailed reading involves very careful reading to gain a full understanding of the text. It is
usual to scan some texts first and then to read them in more detail.

Skim this piece of text and write a maximum of six words to give the gist of it.

Friendly country house hotel requires a

full time porter
37 hours a week. £15,000 a year to start.

Excellent benefits. Experience preferred, but not essential. Must be fit.
Call the General Manager on

01822 504450
for an informal discussion. 
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13skillbuilders n reading n entry level 3

Use the techniques of skimming and scanning to read.

13. Hotel – skimming and scanning 2

Now scan the two notices on this worksheet and Worksheet 12 and answer these
questions. Either tell your partner/tutor the answers or write them on a separate
sheet of paper using full sentences.

1. What job is being advertised?

2. What date is the disco on?

3. What is the rate of pay for the job?

4. How much will it cost to go to the disco?

5. What time will the disco start?

6. What time will the disco finish?

7. How many hours will the porter work each week?

8. Will there be live music at the disco?

9. What phone number should you ring for more details about the job?

10. Where can you get tickets for the disco?

tutor questions

Skim this piece of text and write a maximum of six words to give the gist of it.

Valentine’s Day Disco
14th February

Book early for our famous Valentine’s Day Disco.
Tickets £8.00 a head. 9 pm till 2 am.

Advance tickets now on sale at Old Hall Hotel reception.
No tickets will be available at the door.
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skillbuilders n reading n entry level 3

Read for information.

14. Hotel – open day 1

14

Read this extract from the Old Hall Hotel’s new brochure:

The Old Hall Hotel is now under new
management. Several new members of staff
have joined the Old Hall Hotel. John-Claude
is the newly appointed Head Chef and our
restaurant now offers an exciting menu of
traditional, European and Oriental dishes
prepared with the very best local
ingredients.

Come and see our new refurbishments.

On Saturday 31st March we are having an
Open Day for members of the public to look
around our newest facilities.

Enter our competition to win a luxury
weekend at the hotel or come to book
vouchers for short breaks, sessions in the
leisure centre and meals in the restaurant.

Explain to your tutor what each of these words means. If you don’t know their
meaning, look them up in a dictionary first and make notes.

Word Meaning

traditional

refurbishments

European

appointed

Oriental
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15skillbuilders n reading n entry level 3

Read for information.

15. Hotel – open day 2

What are the five main points of the piece of text on Worksheet 14?

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6. What do you think an advertisement like this is trying to do?

7. What words or sentences do you think are the most important in this text?  
Write them here.
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skillbuilders n reading n entry level 3

Read for information.

16. Hotel – meet the staff

16

These boards have been prepared for the Old Hall Hotel Open Day. Read the
statements then answer the questions.

“I’m Jo and I am a receptionist at the Old Hall Hotel. I’ve been here for

two years and am happy to say that the refurbishments have given me a

modern, state-of-the-art reception area to work in.”

1. Explain to your tutor what type of text this is.

2. Summarise the roles of each staff member.

Jo

Dev

Julie

”Hello, my name is Dev and I have started working at the hotel as a bar

person. It’s amazing working here – everyone is so helpful.  They have a new

computer system for checking the stock which makes cellar work really easy.”

“My name is Julie Goodman and I am the personnel manager at the Old Hall

Hotel. My job is to support the workforce in any way I can. The hotel is committed

to staff training and development. That includes organising day-release courses at

the local college for staff who wish to work towards national vocational qualifications.”
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17skillbuilders n reading n entry level 3

Read a menu. Use organisational features of text to find information.

17. Hotel – ordering breakfast

Use the Old Hall Hotel breakfast menu to complete the table.

Menu Cost

1. Choose a cereal,
a meal with sausages
and a hot drink.

2. Choose a selection
from the bread choice
a hot drink and a fruit juice.

3. Choose a meal with
eggs and a coffee.

Breakfast menu

CEREALS – £2.00 each
Porridge served with: Golden Syrup or Jam

Rice Crispies
Cornflakes
Weetabix

BREADS – £2.00 per serving
Croissants served with: butter and jam or ham and cheese
Bagels; a choice of plain or onion bagel toasted and 
served with cream cheese or cream cheese and smoked 

bacon (or veggie bacon)
Two sweet toasted Belgian waffles served with

maple syrup or butterscotch syrup
Fresh seasonal fruit and cream

Toast served with butter and jam and marmalade

COOKED BREAKFASTS
Full English breakfast

Two sausages, bacon, egg, beans, tomatoes, mushrooms and two
slices of toast with a choice of tea or coffee £8.00

Vegetarian breakfast
Vegetarian sausage, hash browns, tomato, eggs, mushroom, beans

£6.00

Mediterranean breakfast
Toasted bread brushed with olive oil, poached egg, vine tomatoes,

ham, basil £6.00

Fish breakfast
Grilled buttered smoked kippers £6.50

Breakfast menu

American breakfast
Grilled bacon, scrambled egg, hash browns, mushrooms, toasted

muffin £6.00

COFFEE
Regular    £1.75

Breakfast coffee 1 shot    £2.10
Breakfast coffee 2 shots    £2.70

CAPPUCCINO
Shot of coffee with frothy milk, sprinkled with cocoa, nutmeg,

cinnamon or vanilla    £2.10

CAFE MOCHA
A shot of coffee and a shot of chocolate with milk    £2.60

CAFE LATTE
A shot of coffee topped up with milk    £2.40

ESPRESSO
Single shot of coffee    £1.90
Double espresso    £2.50

HOT CHOCOLATE
With or without cream    £2.10

TEA
Traditional English, Earl Grey or Darjeeling    £1.20

FRUIT JUICE
Orange, Pineapple, Grapefruit, Cranberry    £1.50

Tomato Juice    £1.20

Make up three breakfast menus.
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skillbuilders n reading n entry level 3

Read letters.

18. Hotel – congratulations!

18

Read this letter and answer the questions on Worksheet 19. Either tell your tutor the
answers or write them in the spaces provided. Give your answers in complete
sentences.

Ms Susan Croft
25 North Row
Milton Combe
Devon
PL29 3NJ

Today’s date

Dear Ms Croft

Receptionist Vacancy

I would like to thank you for attending the interview at the Old Hall Hotel yesterday and
formally offer you the position of receptionist.

The contract we discussed consists of a 40-hour week, with some evening and weekend
work. You will be entitled to five weeks’ holiday per year plus the statutory Bank
Holidays.

Your salary will start at £14,500 and rise in accordance with the pay scale enclosed.
Overtime will be payable should you be required to exceed 40 hours per week.

I do hope you will find this offer favourable and would be grateful if you could confirm
your acceptance in writing as soon as possible.

I look forward to hearing from you.

Yours sincerely

Julie Goodman

Julie Goodman

Personnel Manager

Old Hall Hotel, Blacksmith’s Lane, Yelverton, Devon PL20 6RD
Tel: 01822 504450 Fax: 01822 504456
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19skillbuilders n reading n entry level 3

Read letters.

19. Hotel – letter

1. What is this letter about?

2. What do you think are the main points of the letter?

3. What do each of these words mean? If you aren’t sure, use a dictionary to find out.

entitled

statutory

salary

exceed

4. When did the interview take place?

Read the letter on Worksheet 18 and answer these questions.
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skillbuilders n reading n entry level 3

Read for information.

20. Hotel – short break specials 1

20

Old Hall Hotel is offering short break
s at very

special prices. Guests who take advanta
ge of this

fabulous offer can spend two night
s in our

delightful country house hotel and get
 an extra

night free! The extra night must b
e taken

consecutively. Simply quote referen
ce code

SBSEXTR when you make your book
ing. The

three nights for the price of two offer inc
ludes full

access to all the hotel’s state-of-the-a
rt leisure

facilities. The offer also includes full E
nglish or

continental breakfast but does not
 include

additional meals or drinks.

1. Scan this leaflet and write the gist of it.

Short breaks

Parking
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21skillbuilders n reading n entry level 3

Read for information.

21. Hotel – short break specials 2

2. Read the text of the advertisement on Worksheet 20 again carefully and answer
these questions.

a. What reference code must be quoted to get the special offer?

b. What does the offer include?

c. What does consecutively mean? Use a dictionary if you are not sure.

d. What does additional mean? Use a dictionary if you are not sure.

e. What does continental mean? Use a dictionary if you are not sure.

f. Use a highlighter pen to mark all of the adjectives in the leaflet. 

g. Choose three of the adjectives you have found and see if you could suggest a better
word to use.

h. Would you say the main purpose of this leaflet was to:

– explain something in detail?

– describe something?

– inform you of something?

– persuade you to buy something?

– give you instructions to do something?
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skillbuilders n reading n entry level 3

Use punctuation correctly.

22. Hotel – spot the mistake

22

1. Read the following paragraphs carefully and put in the correct punctuation. You
need to put in capital letters, full stops and question marks.

the old hall hotel is a delightful hotel in the heart of the Dartmoor National

Park it employs lots of local people and provides excellent job opportunities

the hotel has a superb leisure facility offering all sorts of exercise classes you

can do aerobics, weights, dance, keep-fit or swim there is a pool jaccuzi,

steam room and sauna

the hotel has recently changed owners and is offering super value for money

breaks you can have a three night stay for the price of two wouldn’t a relaxing

break at the old hall hotel be a perfect rest from the stresses and strains of

everyday life

2. Highlight all the corrections you have made. Re-read the text to check it makes
sense. 

3. Complete the table below to show how many punctuation marks you put in the
text.

Capital letters 

Full stops 

Question marks
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23skillbuilders n reading n entry level 3

Follow instructions.

23. Supermarket – using a trolley

Read these instructions about using Blackwell’s Supermarket trolleys. Then either tell
your teacher the answers to the questions or write them on a separate piece of paper.

1. To operate the trolley you need a £1 coin.

2. Insert the coin in the slot and remove the chain.

3. The trolley has a brake on each of the back wheels.

4. The brakes are operated by foot.

5. When you have finished shopping, please return 
your trolley to a trolley bay.

6. Insert the chain from the trolley in front and 
retrieve your £1 coin.

1. What do you need to use a trolley?

2. Where are the trolley’s brakes?

3. How do you use the brakes?

4. Where should you take your trolley when yo
u’ve finished shopping?

5. Which of the numbered instructions does this graphic demonstrate?

tutor questions
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skillbuilders n reading n entry level 3

Read health and safety signs.

24. Supermarket – health and safety 1

24

Here are some signs you might see if you work or shop in a supermarket. Write a
sentence to explain what each sign means. If you don’t know what the signs mean ask
your teacher.

1

2

3

4

5
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25skillbuilders n reading n entry level 3

Read health and safety signs.

25. Supermarket – health and safety 2

Here are some more signs you might see if you work or shop in a supermarket. Write
a sentence to explain what each sign means. If you don’t know what the signs mean
ask your teacher.

1

2

3

4

5

6
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skillbuilders n reading n entry level 3

Alphabetical order.

26. Supermarket – sort it out

26

The own-brand lines that the supermarket sells are all kept on file. When a supplier
delivers the goods the delivery notes are kept in the file. Re-write the delivery notes for
these goods in alphabetical order.

4. What letters did you have to look at in list 1?

5. What letters did you have to look at in list 2?

6. What letters did you have to look at in list 3?

Food Supplies Ltd
Delivery note

grapes x1
banana x2
apple x1
orange x1
mandarin x1

Food Supplies Ltd
Delivery note

sausages x2
shrimps x1
salt x1
sesame seeds x1
sun cream x2

Food Supplies Ltd
Delivery note

cheddar cheese x2
cheese triangles x1
chocolate digestives x3
chapatis x1
chorley cakes x1

1

2

3

Food Supplies Ltd
Delivery note

Food Supplies Ltd
Delivery note

Food Supplies Ltd
Delivery note
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27skillbuilders n reading n entry level 3

Use a dictionary. Alphabetical order.

27. Supermarket – dictionary work

Sometimes you will meet a word and not know its meaning. You can use a dictionary to find
out what a word means.

Use a dictionary to look up the meaning of these words. They all have something to
do with shopping at or working in a supermarket. Write the definition next to each
word – you may have to choose from more than one.

1. aisle

2. delicatessen

3. zabaglione

4. confectionery

5. intoxicating

Words in a dictionary are listed in alphabetical order, from words beginning with a to words
beginning with z. To use a dictionary quickly, you need to be able to remember the order of
the letters of the alphabet.
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skillbuilders n reading n entry level 3

Use the Yellow Pages.

28. Supermarket – using the Yellow Pages

28

Use your local Yellow Pages to find the name, address and telephone number of the
following.

1. A sausage manufacturer Name:

Address:

Telephone:

2. A wholesaler of flowers Name:

Address:

Telephone:

3. A dairy Name:

Address:

Telephone:

4. A cooked meat wholesaler Name:

Address:

Telephone:
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29skillbuilders n reading n entry level 3

Use the techniques of skimming and scanning to read.

29. Supermarket – skimming and scanning

Skim these two pieces of text and write a maximum of six words to give the gist of
each one. If you need a recap on skimming and scanning see Worksheet 12.

Now scan the two notices and answer these questions. Either tell your tutor or
partner the answers or write them on a separate sheet of paper using full sentences.

requires a
Checkout supervisor

38 hour week, rota includes every Saturday.
Must have sound retail experience in a supermarket.

£15,000 per year.
Pick up an application pack in store or call for one on

01772 453000

Leyland 1st Scouts – Bag Pack

Towngate, Leyland

Saturday 16th April
5p per bag packed

Help us raise money for the British Heart Foundation.

1. What job is being advertised?

2. When is the charity bag pack being held?

3. What is the rate of pay for the job?

4. How much will the scouts charge to pack your sh
opping?

5. What time will the bag pack start?

6. What time will the bag pack finish?

7. How many hours will the checkout supervisor wo
rk each week?

8. What should you do if you want more details about the job?

9. For which charity are the scouts raisin
g funds?

10. What is the closing date for applications for
 the job?

tutor questions
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skillbuilders n reading n entry level 3

Read forms.

30. What do they want to know?

30

When you apply for a job, the application form will ask for different pieces of
information. Read these forms and explain to your tutor what information each form
requires.

Name: Address:

Date of birth:

National insurance number:

Telephone number: Postcode:

Marital status:

Driving licence: Yes*/No* Full*/Provisional*/HGV*/PSV*

Period of notice required:

Surname: Christian name: 

Address: 

Postcode: 

Daytime contact number: 

Evening contact number: 

Email address: 

DOB: NI number: 

Please give the name and address of two referees:

1. 2.

*Delete as appropriate

1

2
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31skillbuilders n reading n entry level 3

Read abbreviations.

31. Short versions

Abbreviations are shortened forms of words. They are often used on forms.

DOB

PTO

N. I. No.

Tel.

N.B.

P.S.

Dr

Ref

Pref

o.n.o.

Please turn over

Or nearest offer

Reference

Post script (when you add a
bit more to the end of a letter)

Doctor

Nota bene (pay particular
attention to…)

Date of birth

Telephone number

National insurance number

Preferred

Use an arrow to match each abbreviation to its meaning. One is done for you.
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Further to our meeting of Thursday last week, I am writing to confirm the details of

Christmas working times for Delicatessen staff. 

There will be no staff leave granted between now and Christmas.

All staff will have to take their days off midweek. No more than two members of staff

can have the same day off.

Overtime will be paid at time and a half.

The Deli counter is always exceptionally busy at Christmas and I’d like to thank you

in advance for all your hard work.

Sally Graham

Personnel Manager

alldelicatessenstaff@blackwells.co.ukTo:

CC:

Subject:

Attachments:

Send now Send later

Title

Christmas Rota

Add Attachment

skillbuilders n reading n entry level 3

Read an email.

32. Supermarket – working hours 1

32

Read this email and answer the questions on Worksheet 33. Either tell your teacher
the answers or write them in the spaces provided. Give your answers in complete
sentences.
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33skillbuilders n reading n entry level 3

Read an email. Use a dictionary.

33. Supermarket – working hours 2

1. Use a dictionary to find the meanings of the underlined words. Write the definitions 
below.

2. What is the purpose of this email?

3. How are the days off explained?

4. Who sent the email?

5. Who are the recipients?

6. When was the meeting?

7. What is a personnel manager?

8. How much will overtime be?

Read the email on Worksheet 32 and answers these questions.
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skillbuilders n reading n entry level 3

Read for meaning.

34. Supermarket – fill the gaps

34

Read this passage carefully and choose a word from the list to put in each gap. Each
word can only be used once. Then re-read the passage to check that it makes sense.

Blackwell’s is a supermarket in the middle of a busy town.  The

supermarket employs many people and offers some great

work opportunities.  

The has a thriving social club which is used by all the staff and

their families. The social club arranges outings, , film trips and

holidays at reasonable prices. The supermarket subsidises the

.

Blackwell’s is a good company to work for. Staff can work 

hours to suit their own needs. The supermarket also lets staff take unpaid

time off if their is ill.

supermarket    parties    small    local    short    events    flexible    child
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35skillbuilders n reading n entry level 3

Use punctuation correctly.

35. Supermarket – spot the mistake

Read the following paragraphs carefully and put in the correct punctuation. You need
to put in capital letters, full stops and question marks.

blackwell’s is a supermarket in the centre of a busy english town the

supermarket employs many people from the local area 

how does blackwell’s support its staff the company heavily subsidises the

supermarket social club the club arranges outings, parties, film, trips, discos

and even holidays the subsidy means that all the social events offer staff and

their families fantastic value for money

Highlight all the corrections you have made. Re-read the text to check it makes sense.

Complete the table below to show how many punctuation marks you put in the text.

Capital letters 

Full stops 

Question marks
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skillbuilders n reading n entry level 3

Use a website.

36. Supermarket – websites

36

Blackwell’s Supermarket is thinking about having a website. You have been asked to
look at this website on the Internet: www.tesco.com and to report back to the
company. Use the website to answer these questions.

1. How easy is it to find the grocery shopping section?

2. Name three types of insurance you can buy from Tesco.

3. If you want to shop for groceries from your local Tesco store, what do you have to do 
first?

4. You want to buy wine by the case. How easy is it to find?

5. You have an enquiry about the Grocery section of the website. What number should 
you call?

6. How much do you have to pay for delivery from the wine warehouse?

7. What does the Tesco website do?

8. What do you think of the Tesco website and why?
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1. Who will be calling at 11.30 on Monday?

2. What time is the earliest appointment on Monday?

3. What time will Mrs Grant be coming on Tuesday?

4. Is Mr Patel due at 1 o’clock on Wednesday?

5. What time is Mr Boyer from Renault due on Thursday?

6. Who else will be calling on Thursday?

7. What time is Mr Newbold due on Friday?

8. What days are the busiest?

tutor questions

Read and understand diary entries.

37. Factory – a busy week

Some customers come to the AutoParts factory to collect items. The receptionist keeps a
record of visitors. This diary shows what is happening this week. Use the diary to answer
the questions. Tell your tutor or a partner your answers or write them on a separate sheet of
paper.

09.30 – Mr Boyd, Honda
11.30 – Mr Hurst, Euro Car Parts

13.30 – Mr Bell, Weber Carburettors

10.00 – Mrs Grant, Autoelectrics

12.00 – Crabtree Car Factors

11.00 – Star Automotive
14.00 – Mr Patel, Unipart
15.30 – Mrs Drabin, Driveshafts

11.30 – Price’s Motaparts
11.45 – Mr Boyer, Renault

09.00 – Mr Brown, Mechanicare

09.15 – Mr Newbold, Morris and Co.
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skillbuilders n reading n entry level 3

Read letters. Read forms.

38. Factory – a helping hand 1

38

Read the letter and answer the questions on Worksheet 39. Either tell your tutor the
answers or write them in the spaces provided. Give your answers in complete
sentences.

Mrs Bishop
The Hollies

Roth
Cardiff

CF3 4NH

The Manager
AutoParts Ltd
Church Down Business Park
Church Down
Cardiff
CF10 8NY

Today’s date

Dear Sir or Madam

I am writing to thank you and your staff for the help given to me when I fell outside your
factory last week.

Your receptionist helped me inside after I slipped and twisted my ankle and one of your
warehouse men kindly drove me home. When I got home I found that my glasses were
broken.

I am feeling much better now and would like you to pass on my thanks to your staff. I
would also be grateful if you could fill in this accident form so that I can claim the cost of
my broken glasses.

Yours faithfully

Nora Bishop

Encs.

Nora Bishop
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Read letters. Read forms.

39. Factory – a helping hand 2

1. What is the gist of the letter?

2. Who is it from?

3. Who is it to?

4. What does the person who wrote the letter want the recipient to do?

Staysure    insurance
Accident Claim Form

This is the form that was sent with the letter.

Discuss with your tutor the kind of information that this form is asking for.

Name: Address:

Date of birth:

Date of accident:

Place of accident: Postcode:

Injuries to person: Contact numbers:

Daytime

Evening

Damage to property: Cost of claim:

Details of witness (1): Details of witness (2):

I certify that the details above are correct: I certify that the details above are correct:

Signed Date: Signed Date:

Read the letter on Worksheet 38 and answer these questions.
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Read health and safety signs.

40. Factory – health and safety 1

40

Here are some signs you might see if you go to a factory. Write a sentence to explain
what each sign means. If you don’t know what a sign means ask your teacher.

1

2

3

4
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Read health and safety signs.

41. Factory – health and safety 2

Here are some more signs you might see if you go to a factory. Write a sentence to
explain what each sign means. If you don’t know what a sign means ask your teacher.

1

2

3

4

5
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Use a dictionary. Alphabetical order.

42. Factory – dictionary work

42

Sometimes you will meet a word and not know its meaning. You can use a dictionary to find
out what a word means.

Words in a dictionary are listed in alphabetical order, from words beginning with a to words
beginning with z. To use a dictionary quickly, you need to be able to remember the order of
the letters of the alphabet.

Use a dictionary to look up the meaning of these words. They all have something to
do with working in a factory. Write the definition next to each word – you may have to
choose from more than one.

1. lathe

2. calibrate

3. galvanize

4. alloy

5. solder
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Use the Yellow Pages.

43. Factory – using the Yellow Pages

Use your local Yellow Pages to find the name, address and telephone number of:

1. A supplier of welding equipment Name:

Address:

Telephone:

2. A cleaning service Name:

Address:

Telephone:

3. A toolmaker Name:

Address:

Telephone:

4. A supplier of packaging materials Name:

Address:

Telephone:
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Use the techniques of skimming and scanning to read.

44. Factory – skimming and scanning 1

44

Think about the three techniques that you can use when reading. Explain each one to
your tutor: 1. Skimming is …

2. Scanning is …
3. Detailed reading is …

Now skim these two pieces of text and write a maximum of six words to give the gist
of each one.

autoparts ltd
Trainee welder

Excellent opportunity to gain a trade with a modern local company.
Salary £13,500 plus. 4 days a week at work 8 am – 4 pm. One day a
week day release at college working toward NVQ Level 3 in craft

welding. No welding experience necessary. Must be able to
demonstrate ability to use machinery.

Call for an application form on 02920 292292

autoparts ltd
Staff Christmas Party

At the Grand Hotel
£12 a ticket.

Coaches leave the factory at 6 pm on 20th December.
Ticket includes: 5 course meal. Wine and beer.

Disco until 1 am. Taxi home.
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Use the techniques of skimming and scanning to read.

45. Factory – skimming and scanning 2

Scan the two notices on Worksheet 44 and answer these questions. Either tell your
tutor / partner the answers or write them using full sentences.

1. When is the party?

2. What is the rate of pay for the job?

3. How much will a ticket for the party cost?

4. What does the cost include?

5. Where is the party being held?

6. What job is being advertised?

7. What are the hours of work for a trainee welder?

8. What qualifications will the trainee achieve?
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Read emails.

46. Factory – pay arrangements 1

46

Read this email and answer the questions on Worksheet 47. Either tell your teacher the
answers or write them in the spaces provided. Give your answers in complete
sentences.

As you all know, we have been reviewing the way we pay your salaries. At the moment you

all receive a monthly cheque. The new system will mean that you won’t have to make a

special trip to the bank to pay in your salary cheques.

From August the payroll system will be streamlined and we will be paying your salary directly

into your bank account.

To make sure this happens smoothly, please provide the personnel manager, Helen

Brightman, with the following information by 30th June.

1. Name

2. Address

3. Postcode

4. DOB

5. Telephone number

6. N.I. number

7. Name of bank

8. Sort code

9. Account number

10. Branch address

Joe O’Connor

Manager

allpermanentstaff@autoparts.netTo:

CC:

Subject:

Attachments:

Send now Send later

Title

helen.brightman@autoparts.net

Direct payment

Add Attachment
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Read emails.

47. Factory – pay arrangements 2

1. What is the purpose of this email?

2. Who sent the email?

3. Who was the email sent to?

4. Who is Helen Brightman?

5. What does Joe say the advantage is of direct payment?

6. What information do the employees have to give on the form?

Read the email on Worksheet 46 and answer these questions.
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Use punctuation correctly.

48. Factory – spot the mistake

48

Read the following paragraphs carefully and put in the correct punctuation. You need
to put in capital letters, full stops and question marks.

the factory is slowly growing and turning out to be a significant employer in

the town the work force has grown steadily over the last few years

autoparts can now offer great training opportunities for trainee fitters

welders and engineers

the factory has made links with the local college and offers work experience

for several students every year they can come for just a few days or weeks or

stay much longer why does autoparts help the college you ask in fact several

college trainees have done really well and are now full time members of staff

Highlight all the corrections you have made. Re-read the text to check it makes sense.
Complete the table below to show how many punctuation marks you put in the text.

Capital letters 

Full stops 

Question marks
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1. What is the purpose of this notice?

2. What two things must you NOT do in the event of a fire?

3. Where should you leave the building?

4. Who should you call if you discover a fire?

5. What is an assembly point?

6. Which of the numbered instructions does this graphic demonstrate?

tutor questions

Read and understand instructions.

49. Factory – in case of fire

Read this fire notice then either tell your tutor the answers to the questions or write
them on a separate piece of paper.

AutoParts ltd
Fire Action
If you discover a fire:

1. Sound the alarm.
2. Call the Fire Brigade by dialling 999 
Give this address: AutoParts

Churchdown Business Park
Church Down
Cardiff, CF10 8NY

3. Leave the building by the nearest exit.
4. Report to your assembly point in the rear car park.
5. Do not stop to collect personal belongings.
6. Do not use the lift.
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Answers

50

2. sadly — something that is said in an unhappy 
way.

3. shopping — the activity of buying things from 
a shop.

4. Swimming — to move through water using 
body parts.

5. Cleaner — someone who cleans houses or 
offices for a living.

6. banker — someone with an important position 
within a bank.

7. lower — to move something into a low position.
8. helper — someone who helps with an activity.

5. Hotel — health and safety 1

1. This sign shows which way to go to find the 
fire exit.

2. This sign tells you to keep the door shut 
because it is a fire door.

3. This sign tells you that you are not allowed to 
smoke.

4. This sign tells you to push the bar to open the 
door.

5. This sign tells you that you must wash your 
hands after visiting the toilet before handling 
food.

6. Hotel — health and safety 2

1. This signs tells you where the fire escape is.
2. This sign shows where the fire hose is.
3. This sign shows you how to use the fire alarm.
4. This sign indicates where the baby changing 

area is.
5. This sign is a warning not to use the lift if 

there is a fire.
6. This sign tells you that the lift is not working.

2. Word building

3. Prefixes

As there are several permutations, these answers
serve as a guide.

1. unsafe — something is unsafe if it is not safe to
use.

2. mistake — a mistake is an accident.
3. unhappy — miserable, not happy.
4. display — a display is like an exhibition or a 

show.
5. unseen — unseen is when someone cannot be 

seen.
6. misheard — when someone has not heard 

what you have said properly or thought you 
said something else.

7. explain — to tell someone how to do 
something.

8. unlock — to open something that was 
previously locked.

4. Suffixes

1. safely — if you do something safely you won't 
cause danger.

under

motor

in

white

cow

sun

out

be

cat

tea

bed

room

shine

neath

doors

board

pot

fish

side

shed

side

bike
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Answers

7. Hotel — dictionary work

We have used the Cambridge Advanced
Learners Dictionary for these definitions.

1. mezzanine — a small additional floor between 
two main floors.

2. lobby — the room you enter once you have 
come through the main doors of a building 
such as a hotel.

3. reservation — to keep something like a room 
for a particular purpose or time. 

4. complimentary — something that is given free.
5. aperitif — an alcoholic drink taken before a 

meal.

8. Hotel — all in order

Safety
ß Make sure your wheelchair is positioned 

correctly and locked into the operating 
position. This is marked with yellow guides on 
the platform floor.

ß Make sure that clothes do not overhang the 
platform so that they could become caught 
underneath it.

ß Children should not be allowed to play with 
the lift.

Controls
ß Firstly lock your wheelchair into the operating 

position.
ß Before the lift will operate all the stop switches

must be on and showing the small green 
indicator patch.

ß Then press the floor button to operate the lift 
platform.

ß There will be a four-second delay before the lift
will start after pressing the button.

ß When the lift reaches its proper stopping 
position an audible indicator will bleep.

9. Hotel — Yellow Pages

You should discuss your answers with your
teacher.

10. Hotel — Find me a plumber!

You should discuss your answers with your
teacher.

11. Hotel — using the Yellow Pages

You should discuss your answers with your
teacher.

12. Hotel — skimming and scanning 1

Here are our answers as a guide.

1. hotel
2. job
3. porter
4. benefits
5. experience
6. fit

13. Hotel — skimming and scanning 2

Here are our answers as a guide.
1. hotel
2. Valentine's
3. Disco
4. early
5. £8.00
6. 9 pm

Tutor questions

1. The job being advertised is for a full time 
porter.

2. The disco is on 14th February.
3. The rate of pay for the job is £15,000 a year.
4. It will cost £8.00 a head to go to the disco.
5. The disco will start at 9 pm.
6. The disco will finish at 2 am.
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7. Again this is our opinion, and you may have 
other ideas.

The Old Hall Hotel is now under new
management.

Our restaurant now offers an exciting menu ...

... dishes prepared with the very best local
ingredients.

... see our new refurbishments.

16. Hotel — meet the staff

Tutor questions

1. Informative
2. Jo — is the receptionist working in the 

reception area.

Dev — is a hotel bar person, and checks the 
stock in the cellar.

Julie — is the personnel manager and she 
supports the workforce and organises day-
release courses for staff.

17. Hotel — ordering breakfast

You should discuss your answers with your
teacher. Here are our answers as a guide.

7. The porter will work 37 hours a week.
8. There will be live music at the disco.
9. For more details about the job you should 

ring 01822 504450.
10. You can get tickets for the disco at the 

Old Hall Hotel reception.

14. Hotel — open day 1

We have used the Cambridge Advanced Learners
Dictionary for these definitions.

1. traditional — following the customs in a 
group of people that has continued for a 
long time.

2. refurbishments — work done to make a 
building look new again.

3. European — originating from Europe.
4. appointed — to have chosen someone 

officially to do a job.
5. Oriental — originating from Asia. 

15. Hotel — open day 2

1. The Old Hall Hotel is under new 
management.

2. There is a new head chef.
3. There have been refurbishments.
4. There is an open day 
5. There is a competition to win a weekend stay.

6. There is no right or wrong answer to this 
question, but here is our answer as a guide.

I think that the advertisement is trying to
persuade people to come and visit the Old Hall
Hotel, even if it is just for the day. 

It is informing the reader of the improvements
and refurbishments that have been made and
advertising the fact that people can come and
visit the hotel to have a look around.

Menu Cost

1. Choose a cereal,
a meal with sausages
and a hot drink.

Rice Crispies Full English breakfast
Cappuccino

£12.10

2. Choose a selection
from the bread choice
a hot drink and a fruit 
juice

Croissant served with butter and jam 
Traditional English tea
Orange juice

£4.70

3. Choose a meal with
eggs and a coffee.

Vegetarian breakfast 
Coffee regular

£7.75
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Answers

19. Hotel — letter

1. This letter is offering Susan Croft the job of 
receptionist at the Old Hall Hotel.

2. The main points of the letter are the job 
offer, terms and conditions and asking for 
acceptance of the job offer in writing.

We have used the Cambridge Advanced
Learners Dictionary for these definitions.

3. entitled — to have the right to do or have 
something.
statutory — decided or controlled by law.
salary — the fixed amount of money agreed 
every year that an employee is paid.
exceed — to go beyond the permitted limit.

4. Answers will vary.

20. Hotel — short break special 1

1. The Old Hall Hotel is offering short breaks at
special prices. 
Buy two nights get one free.
Can use all the leisure facilities
Includes breakfast but no other meals or 
drinks.

21. Hotel — short break special 2

2. a) SBSEXTR
b) The offer includes full access to leisure 
facilities and English or continental 
breakfast.

All of these definitions have been taken from the
Cambridge Advanced Learners Dictionary.

c) consecutively — describes events that 
follow one after another without 
interruption.
d) additional — anything extra
e) continental — a simple breakfast of juice, 
coffee and bread.

f) 

g) old — ancient
short — brief
special — unique
fabulous — amazing
delightful — charming
extra — additional
full — complete
state-of-the-art — high-tech
additional — other

h) persuade you to buy something

22. Hotel — spot the mistake

2. The Old Hall Hotel is a delightful hotel in the
heart of the Dartmoor National Park. It employs
lots of local people and provides excellent job
opportunities.

The hotel has a superb leisure facility offering all
sorts of exercise classes. You can do aerobics,
weights, dance, keep-fit or swim. There is a pool
jaccuzi, steam room and sauna.

Old Hall Hotel is offering short breaks
 at very

special prices. Guests who take advan
tage of

this fabulous offer can spend two night
s in our

delightful country house hotel and 
get an

extra night free! The extra night must b
e taken

consecutively. Simply quote referen
ce code

SBSEXTR when you make your book
ing. The

three nights for the price of two offer
 includes

full access to all the hotel’s state-of-
the-art

leisure facilities. The offer also incl
udes full

English or continental breakfast but 
does not

include additional meals or drinks.

Short breaks

Parking
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warns not to block access to it.
3. Slide to open door or window.
4. You must wear gloves at all times.
5. A warning that something is hot.
6. Shows where the first aid box is.

26. Supermarket — sort it out

4. The first letter
5. The second letter
6. The third letter

27. Supermarket — dictionary work

All of these definitions have been taken from the
Cambridge Advanced Learners Dictionary.

1. aisle — a long narrow space between rows of 
shelves in a large shop.

2. delicatessen — a place that sells foods such as

The hotel has recently changed owners and is
offering super value for money breaks. You can
have a three night stay for the price of two.
Wouldn't a relaxing break at the Old Hall Hotel
be a perfect rest from the stresses and strains of
everyday life?

3.

23. Supermarket — using a trolley

Tutor questions

1. You need a £1 coin to use a trolley.
2. The trolley's brakes are on each of the back 

wheels.
3. You use the brakes with your foot.
4. When you've finished shopping you should 

take the trolley back to the trolley bay.
5. This graphic demonstrates instruction number 

1.

24. Supermarket — health and safety 1

1. Press the button to open the door in an 
emergency.

2. You are not allowed to enter this area.
3. Keep the fire door shut.
4. A warning that the floor could be wet and 

slippery.
5. No unauthorised people are allowed to enter.

25. Supermarket — health and safety 2

1. No dogs are allowed.
2. Shows where the fire extinguisher is kept and 

Capital letters 14

Full stops 7

Question marks 1

Food Supplies Ltd
Delivery note

apple x1

banana x2

grapes x1

mandarin x1

orange x1

Food Supplies Ltd
Delivery note

salt x1

sausages x2

sesame seeds x1

shrimps x1

sun cream x1

Food Supplies Ltd
Delivery note

chapatis x1

cheddar x2

cheese triangles x1

chocolate digestives x3

chorley cakes x1
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Answers

cheese and cold cooked meat.
3. zabaglione — an Italian pudding.
4. confectionary — sweets or chocolate.
5. intoxicating — a drink that makes you drunk if 

you have too much.

28. Supermarket — using the Yellow
Pages

You should discuss your answers with your
teacher.

29. Supermarket — skimming and
scanning

Advert 1 
checkout
Saturday
experience
£15,000
application
store

Advert 2
scouts
pack
Saturday
5p
money
British Heart Foundation

Tutor questions

1. The job being advertised is for a checkout 
supervisor.

2. The charity bag pack is being held on 
Saturday 16th April.

3. The rate of pay for the job is £15,000 per year.
4. The scouts will charge 5p per bag to pack your

shopping.
5. It does not say what time the bag pack will 

start.

6. It does not say what time the bag pack will 
finish.

7. The checkout supervisor will work 38 hours 
each week.

8. If you want more details about the job then 
you can pick up an application pack in

store or call for one.
9. The scouts are raising funds for the British 

Heart Foundation.
10. The closing date for the application for the 

job is not stated.

30. What do they want to know?

Name: your full name Address: where you live

Date of birth: the day, month and year you were born

National insurance number: your unique number that is 
used by the Inland Revenue for tax purposes

Telephone number: the number you can be contacted on

Postcode: a series of letters and numbers that is part of your address

Marital status: whether you are married, co-habiting, single or separated

Driving licence: Yes*/No* Full*/Provisional*/HGV*/PSV*
whether you have a driving licence and the type of licence you have

Period of notice required: how much time you need before you can leave your current job

Surname:  your family name Christian name:  your first name

Address:  where you live

Postcode: a series of letters and numbers that is part of 
your address

Daytime contact number:  phone number you can be contacted on in the day

Evening contact number:  phone number you can be contacted on in the evening

Email address:  an electronic "post box"

DOB:  date of birth NI number: National Insurance number

Please give the name and address of two referees: the names of two people who know you and can describe your 
character and say whether you would be good for the job
1. 2.

*Delete as appropriate

1

2
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34. Supermarket — fill the gaps

Blackwell's is a small supermarket in the middle
of a busy town. The supermarket employs many
local people and offers some great work
opportunities.
The supermarket has a thriving social club
which is used by all the staff and their families.
The social club arranges outings, parties, film
trips and short holidays at reasonable prices.
The supermarket subsidises the events.
Blackwell's is a good company to work for. Staff
can work flexible hours to suit their own needs.
The supermarket also lets staff take unpaid time
off if their child is ill.

35. Supermarket — spot the mistake

Blackwell's is a supermarket in the centre of a
busy English town. The supermarket employs
many people from the local area.
How does Blackwell's support its staff? The
company heavily subsidises the supermarket
social club. The club arranges outings, parties,
film trips, discos and even holidays. The subsidy
means that all the social events offer staff and
their families fantastic value for money.

36. Supermarket — websites

1. Answers will vary.
2. You could have three from: car, home, life, pet

or travel 
3. You have to register or sign in first.
4. Answers will vary.
5. 0800 323 4040

31. Short versions

33. Supermarket — working hours 2

All of the definitions have been taken from the
Cambridge Advanced Learners Dictionary.

1. Confirm — to make an arrangement certain.
Overtime — time spent working beyond the 
usual hours expected in a job.
Exceptionally — much greater than usual.

2. The purpose of the emai is to confirm 
Christmas working hours for the delicatessen 
staff.

3. Any days off will have to be taken mid week 
and no more than two staff at a time can have
the same days off.

4. Sally Graham, the personnel manager sent the
email.

5. All the delicatessen staff received the email.
6. The meeting was held last Thursday.
7. A personnel manager deals with anything to 

do with aspects of employees service with a 
company including training, advice and
disciplinary matters.

8. The overtime will be paid at time and a half.

DOB

PTO

N. I. No.

Tel.

N.B.

P.S.

Dr

Ref

Pref

o.n.o.

Please turn over

Or nearest offer

Reference

Post script (when you add a
bit more to the end of a letter)

Doctor

Nota bene (pay particular
attention to…)

Date of birth

Telephone number

National insurance number

Preferred

Capital letters 8

Full stops 5

Question marks 1
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6. £6, unless you spend more than £50 in which
case delivery is free.

7. Promotes Tescos wide range of products and 
allows you buy a lot of them online.

8. There is no correct answer to this question — 
as it is your own opinion that counts. You 
should have included good reasons for your 
opinion.

37. Factory — a busy week

Tutor questions

1. Mr Hurst, Euro Car Parts
2. 9.30 am
3. 10.00 am
4. No, he's due at 2 o'clock.
5. 11.45 am
6. Price's Motaparts
7. 9.15 am
8. Monday and Wednesday.

39. Factory — a helping hand 2

1. The gist of the letter is to thank AutoParts for 
helping her when she fell outside the factory 
and to ask them to complete an accident form.

2. The letter is from Nora Bishop.
3. The letter is to the manager of AutoParts.
4. Nora Bishop wants the manager to say thank 

you to all the staff for helping her when she 
fell and to complete the accident form.

40. Factory — health and safety 1

1. This is a warning to beware of fork lift trucks.
2. This is a warning that the floor is slippery.
3. This is a warning that something is highly 

flammable.
4. This is a warning that you could get 

electrocuted. 

41. Factory — health and safety 2

1. This is a warning that something is flammable.
2. This shows that the fire extinguisher is for 

electrical fires.
3. This sign shows that you cannot exit this way.
4. This sign tells you that ear protectors must be 

worn.
5. This sign forbids any naked flames or lights.

42. Factory — dictionary work

All of these definitions have been taken from the
Cambridge Advanced Learners Dictionary.

1. lathe — a machine for changing the shape of a
piece of wood or metal.

2. calibrate — to adjust tools for accurate 
measurement.

3. galvanize — to coat something with zinc to 
stop it from rusting.

4. alloy — a metal made by mixing two or more 
metals.

5. solder — a soft metal that is melted to join 
pieces of metal together.

43. Factory — using the Yellow Pages

You should discuss your answers with your
teacher.

44. Factory — skimming and scanning 1

1. 
advert
trainee welder
college
NVQ
Machinery
Application

2. Christmas 
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be a significant employer in the town. The work
force has grown steadily over the last few years.
AutoParts can now offer great training
opportunities for trainee fitters, welders and
engineers.
The factory has made links with the local college
and offers work experience for several students
every year. They can come for just a few days or
weeks or stay much longer. Why does AutoParts
help the college you ask? In fact several college
trainees have done really well and are now full
time members of staff.

49. Factory — in case of fire

Tutor questions

1. To tell people what to do in the event of a fire.
2. You should not stop to collect personal 

belongings or use the lift.
3. You should leave the building by the nearest 

exit.
4. If you discover a fire you should call the fire 

brigade.
5. An assembly point is a place to meet in the 

event of a fire.
6. The graphic illustrates point number 6.

party
hotel
December
meal
disco

45. Factory — skimming and scanning 2

1. The party is on 20th December.
2. The job pays £12,000 a year. 
3. A ticket for the party will cost £12.00.
4. The cost of the ticket includes a 5 course meal,

wine and beer, a disco and a taxi home.
5. The party is being held at the Grand Hotel.
6. A trainee welder job is being advertised.
7. The hours of work for the trainee welder are 8 

am to 4 pm.
8. The trainee will achieve NVQ level 3 in craft 

welding.

47. Factory — pay arrangements 2

1. The purpose of the email is to inform staff of 
the new system for paying their wages.

2. Joe O'Connor sent the email.
3. The email was sent to all permanent staff and 

Helen Brightman.
4. Helen Brightman is the personnel manager.
5. Joe believes that the advantage of direct 

payment is that the staff won't have to make 
special trips to the bank to pay in their 
cheques.

6. The employees need to give their name, 
address, postcode, date of birth, telephone 
number, National Insurance number, name of 

their bank, sort code, account number and
branch address.

48. Factory — spot the mistake

The factory is slowly growing and turning out to

Capital letters 10

Full stops 6

Question marks 1
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Activity index

Abbreviations page 31

Alphabetical order pages 7, 9, 10, 11, 26, 27, 42

Cloze procedure page 34

Follow / read instructions pages 23, 49

Identify the purpose of texts pages 20, 21

Identify / use adjectives pages 20, 21

Match words to definitions page 31

Read compound words page 2

Read forms, emails pages 30, 32, 39, 46

Read Key Words pages 1, 30, 31

Read signs pages 5, 6, 24, 25, 40, 41

Reading comprehension pages 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 18, 19, 20, 21, 23, 29, 32, 33, 36, 

37, 38, 39, 44, 45, 46, 47

Sequence instructions page 8

Speaking and listening pages 13, 14, 16, 18, 23, 29, 30, 32, 37, 38, 44, 45, 46, 49

Summarising texts pages 12, 13, 15, 16, 20, 29, 44, 49

Use a dictionary pages 7, 14, 19, 21, 27, 33, 42

Use organisational features of texts page 17

Use prefixes and suffixes pages 3, 4

Use punctuation pages 22, 35, 48

Use reference sources pages 9, 10, 11, 28, 36, 43

Write sentences pages 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 14, 15, 16, 18, 19, 20, 21, 23, 24, 25, 

27, 29, 32, 33, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 45, 47, 49
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Useful websites

60

Hotel
www.bestloved.com
www.bha.org.uk
www.bii.org
www.compass-group.co.uk
www.gmb.org.uk
www.hcareers.co.uk
www.ih-ra.com
www.instituteofhospitality.org
www.people1st.co.uk
www.springboarduk.net

Supermarket
www.gov.uk/defra
www.fdf.org.uk
www.thegrocer.co.uk
www.improveltd.co.uk
www.just-food.com
www.morrisons.co.uk
www.sainsburys.co.uk/
www.supermarket.co.uk
www.talkingretail.com

Factory
www.autoexpress.co.uk
www.autotrader.co.uk
www.tatasteelautomotive.com
www.ford.co.uk
www.just-auto.com
www.motor.org.uk
www.sae.org
www.semta.org.uk
www.smmt.co.uk
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Push bar to open
1

2

3 4 5

6 7 8

9 10 11
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1
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1
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AutoParts ltd
Fire Action
If you discover a fire:

1. Sound the alarm.
2. Call the Fire Brigade by dialling 999 
Give this address: AutoParts

Churchdown Business Park
Church Down
Cardiff, CF10 8NY

3. Leave the building by the nearest exit.
4. Report to your assembly point in the rear car park.
5. Do not stop to collect personal belongings.
6. Do not use the lift.
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Friendly country house hotel requires a

full time porter
37 hours a week. £15,000 a year to start.

Excellent benefits. Experience preferred, but not essential. Must be fit.
Call the General Manager on

01822 504450
for an informal discussion. 
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Valentine’s Day Disco
14th February

Book early for our famous Valentine’s Day Disco.
Tickets £8.00 a head. 9 pm till 2 am.

Advance tickets now on sale at Old Hall Hotel reception.
No tickets will be available at the door.
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Further to our meeting of Thursday last week, I am writing to confirm the details of

Christmas working times for Delicatessen staff. 

There will be no staff leave granted between now and Christmas.

All staff will have to take their days off midweek. No more than two members of staff

can have the same day off.

Overtime will be paid at time and a half.

The Deli counter is always exceptionally busy at Christmas and I’d like to thank you

in advance for all your hard work.

Sally Graham

Personnel Manager

alldelicatessenstaff@blackwells.co.ukTo:

CC:

Subject:

Attachments:

Send now Send later

Title

Christmas Rota

Add Attachment
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